Parental caregiving trajectories and Metabolic Syndrome: A longitudinal study among Chinese women.
Caregiving stress may play a role in the pathogenesis of Metabolic Syndrome (MetS). However, few studies have investigated the consequences of caregiving on this objectively measured health outcome. This study used population based longitudinal data to examine the causal relationship between caregiving trajectory and MetS among Chinese women. This is a retrospective analysis of 741 women using three waves of data from the Ever-Married Women Survey component of the China Health and Nutrition Survey (2004, 2006, and 2009). Group-based trajectory analysis was used to examine the caregiving trajectories among women in China. Three caregiving trajectories were identified. In multivariate analyses adjusting for potential covariates, 'rising to high-intense' caregivers (Odds Ratio (OR) = 3.78; 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 1.10, 12.93) and 'stable low-intense' caregivers (OR = 2.07; 95% CI: 1.09, 3.92) were associated with higher risk of MetS compared with non-caregivers. Moreover, caregivers who provided 'stable low-intense' parental care were found to be associated with hypertension, high glucose and high triglycerides than those awho did not provide caregiving for their parents. Our results demonstrate that the caregiving trajectories were significantly associated with the risk of MetS. Findings from the study can be used to develop future stress management interventions to decrease MetS risk among women who provide care to their parents.